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Packaging preproduction 
on Mac and PC

Artpro

Prepress professionals need to turn packaging designs into print-ready files as quickly as 
possible. Short deadlines call for a very productive workflow, without compromising the quality.

Working on PDFs of in Adobe® Illustrator, Esko’s interactive prepress applications bring the best 
prepress production tools on Mac and PC.



Preflight
Your print files need to be compliant with the limita-
tions of the targeted printing process. Preflighting is 
a necessary step in your workflow.

Verify your files against specific characteristics or limi-
tations to avoid expensive press stops. Detect missing 
fonts and images, low resolution or RGB images, small 
type, thin lines… in a matter of seconds and zoom in 
automatically on individual violations.

Thin Parts 
Thin Parts is a unique QC tool that can highlight all 
instances in a file containing thin parts that are impos-
sible to print in the production process. The violations 
can be fixed with a dedicated tool.

Preflight tickets can 
be shared with all 
operators to have 
a consistent input 
checklist.

Design import & export 
With ArtPro+ you can work directly on PDF files with 
a solid set of editing features that help you prepare 
artwork for printing production. ArtPro+ opens nor-
malized PDF files and imports ArtPro files, saving 
metadata such as barcode or screening information.

Designs turn into fully editable files by taking them 
into ArtPro or PackEdge/Plato through a very robust 
import mechanism. 

Import any PDF, PS, and EPS/DCS file using Adobe® 
PDF libraries. Document structure such as layers, 
groups and compounds as well as object properties 
like fills, strokes, transparencies and blend-modes 
remain editable.

 
Apart from extensive preflighting, the import filter 
offers expert control on the incoming files separation 
remapping, on the fly ink conversions to Opaltone®, 
Hexachrome®, Indichrome® or other multi-color sys-
tems, OPI swapping, font management. 

All imported files are enriched with production criti-
cal metadata. DeskPack PDF Import improves the 
way PDF files are converted into Adobe Illustrator 
format. Next to generic PDF features such as layers, 
specific Normalized PDF data from ArtPro, PackEdge 
and Automation Engine will be translated into Illus-
trator objects in a better way.

Quality control



High resolution separation viewing
Viewer offers high-resolution separation viewing, as if you were 
inspecting your final printing plates. A set of smart view modes 
helps the operator to focus on critical areas and to apply the nec-
essary corrections. Viewer offers Separation preview, Color pre-
view, Total Area Coverage preview, Flexo Plate preview, Flexo Print 
preview, Moiré Detection and Registration Error preview as well 
as a precise digital densitometer. Overprints, transparencies and 
breakout areas can be highlighted.

Moiré detection
Viewer includes an extra preview mode to highlight possible Moiré 
areas. Conflicting angles, rulings and dot shapes can be highlighted 
in the document.

The Viewer can exclude highlight and shadow areas where no pat-
terning occurs. Also light inks where the interference is invisible 
in print can be excluded.

Flexo plate / print view
Minimum dots and highlight breaks require special attention from 
flexo prepress operators. Viewer simulates this behavior on plate 
and on press to catch errors in an early phase. See where grada-
tions break off and check whether the images in the file have been 
properly adapted to your flexo press.

Viewer compare
Compare 2 files to spot their differences in a secure way. This can 
be used for versions and variants.

Viewing

The viewer clearly shows the differences



Studio Designer adds a 3D preview to your editor. 

You can place structural design files from ArtiosCAD, the Studio 
Toolkits and Collada files in general… See the package directly, in 
3D, complete with the artwork. Navigate in 3D, zoom in on problem 
areas; the canvas automatically rotates to make your life easier.

Studio Designer reduces time-consuming mock-ups, allows you 
to spot design errors faster and takes away the guesswork from 
2D flats. For folding carton or corrugated packaging, the struc-
tural designs are supplied by ArtiosCAD or the Studio Toolkit for 
Boxes. For flexible packaging structures, Esko offers Studio Tool-
kit for Flexibles. 

Design in context
Studio Designer not only shows packaging as separate elements 
but also in their context.

Shorten approval cycles: export the result directly to 3D PDF, U3D, 
Collada or TIFF and forward soft proofs to your client.

Work in 3D

3D preview allows you to spot mistakes early in your 
workflow.

Common mistakes are revealed right away. Here: 
graphics on the wrong side of the seam.

The error has been spotted in time. The problem with 
the seam is corrected.

Studio Designer showing pouches in a tray.



Revolutionary interface: one swipe, 
all tools
ArtPro+‘s intuitive user interface makes prepress easier 
than ever.  A tool selector wheel –working like a com-
pass- provides instant access to the right tools. 

The intuitive user interface allows operators to per-
form complex editing operations without the need for 
extensive training.

One-up editing
All objects – vectors, live text or images – can be 
checked for shape, color, screening, transparency, 
blend mode and its relation in the file structure (com-
pounds groups and layers). And all these parameters 
can easily be changed.

Text can be edited; even text that was split up due to 
the PostScript or PDF language can be reflowed.

All kinds of gradients can be defined, images can be 
placed and channels can be mapped to other separa-
tions in the file. All important image formats are sup-
ported: TIFF, EPS, DCS, PSD. All f ile elements, even 
images, can use special inks and are not restricted to 
4 colors or CMYK.

Barcode creation is straightforward and supports a 
wide range of industry standards. Necessary checks 
for optical readability and adjustments for press dis-
tortions are incorporated.

Advanced cleanup and editing tools allow detailed ana-
lyzing and quick processing of even the most complex 
packaging designs.

Unsurpassed productivity

Combipress support
Complex packaging is often printed in various printing 
processes. Digital presses with flexo units in the back 
or flexo presses combined with screen printing units, 
these are but a few examples of combipresses. 

As every printing technique has specific requirements 
towards preflight, trapping and output, a special ink 
attribute can be assigned defining the printing method. 
This attribute is taken into account for the remainder 
of the workflow.

Ink management Barcode creation



 � Working with Esko solutions, 
over 20 years we decreased 
85% of our prepress work force 
while doubling our output. 
The result is reduced time to 
market.
HUGH FARRELL,  
PREPRESS MANAGER,  
NORTH STATE FLEXIBLES LLC

 � Our close working relationship 
with the Esko team has kept 
our expertise up-to-date.
STEFAN BEHRENS,  
PREPRESS MANAGER,  
RAKO ETIKETTEN

 � With continuous innovations, 
Esko is at the leading edge. 
They enable us to be  much 
more productive.
DAVID PIERCY,  
PRODUCTION DIRECTOR,  
VCG CONNECT

 � The mutual dedication of both 
our companies to optimize 
production, enabled us to 
reduce the error rate by more 
than half. Moreover, even our 
human error rate has been 
reduced to nearly zero.
ERIK DE CLOE,  
DIRECTOR OPERATIONS,  
DSN

 � Esko tools allowed us to bring 
prepress in-house, improving 
response time, lowering cost 
and increasing profits.
JOHN MCLEOD,  
PRESIDENT & CEO,  
LONE STAR CORRUGATED  
CONTAINER CORPORATION  



Instant Trapper
is by far the easiest interactive trapping solution on the market. Trapping or applying pull-backs to multi-colored 
objects becomes a matter of clicking the 2 elements you want to trap. All traps are placed on a separate layer 
and centerlines are automatically calculated.

Trapping

Instant Trapper is the most intuitive trapping tool on the market.

PowerTrapper 
handles transparencies and blend modes of today’s modern design files flawlessly. This trapping module is com-
pletely compliant with packaging needs and knows how to handle special color pairs, opaque inks, varnishes, 
white plates, rich black trapping, etc. All calculated trap objects end up in a new separate layer combined with 
the ability to edit and modify the trap objects with a dedicated trap tool.

Rules can be added to PowerTrapper to store all exceptions.

PowerTrapper can trap labels, flexible packaging and folding 
cartons in the most productive way.

PowerTrapper includes a ‘reverse trapping’ preset to trap metal cans.



PowerLayout
is a powerful module for the creation of print-ready 
layouts for the label and flexible packaging industries. 
It is the production gateway between the prepress 
department and the press-room. It adds control and 
reduces errors and cost by bringing optimal plate layout 
in-house. Working with templates that can even include 
marks is just one possibility to reduce prepress time. 

 
A growing number of labels and packages are printed 
on both the outside and inside. PowerLayout allows to 
automatically create the layout of the back, and keeps 
the front and back side dynamically in sync.

This module is available for ArtPro, Plato and DeskPack.

Step and Repeat

PowerStepper
Flawless automated plate layout is ensured with the 
PowerStepper module, through clever CAD import. 
Native ArtiosCAD manufacturing files, CFF2 and DDES 
are supported. The usage of available layout informa-
tion of the die manufacturing file guaranties perfect 
match of cut and print. The graphics are locked to the 
die to prevent unwanted changes.

 
Station numbering and masking tools signif icantly 
improve the prepress efficiency. Smartflapping allows 
you to adjust overlapping graphic masks intelligently 
on the plate.

This module is available for ArtPro and Plato.

PowerStepper generates step & repeat layouts based on CAD data.

PowerLayout creates print-ready layouts for the label and flexible packaging industries.



PowerOptimizer
This module for automatic distribution of labels will 
always come up with the best possible sheet layout: 
one that minimizes waste and overruns. It provides 
feedback about suggested layouts based on the desired 
run length, or based on the maximum waste on the 
total sheet and the maximum allowed overrun per label.

This module is currently available for ArtPro and Plato.

Automatic creation of print 
production controls

Marks
Marks automate complex and time consuming tasks: 
adding color strips, bearer bars, registration crosses, 
job-specific info… The marks are positioned relatively 
to the page boxes or grid dimensions, adapting dynami-
cally to the current job’s sizes. They automatically use 
the inks from the job, so the user never has to spend 
time coloring and positioning manually. 

SmartNames
When connected to Automation Engine, these Smart-
Names can be used to pick-up job specific information 
such as order ID, customer information to be used by 
the marks.

Metadata such as ink names, screening parameters, job 
version or even ink coverage can be used in combina-
tion with marks to reliably visualize production critical 
information on screen, printouts or plates.

The marks are positioned relatively to the page boxes or grid dimensions, adapting 
dynamically to the current job’s sizes.



CAD-Graphics Integration
Structural and graphic professionals need to be able 
to communicate without conversion barriers. Our edi-
tors import the industry ’s most important native CAD 
file format ArtiosCAD and common formats such as 
CFF2, DXF and DDES.

Many printing errors are related to graphics that don’t 
fit the structural design file. After finishing the concep-
tual design of a packaging, several parties are working 
on either the graphical or the structural part of the job, 
often in different applications.

Only during the f inishing or f illing stage of the pro-
duction workflow, both sides meet each other again. 
Errors, this far in the production process, are intoler-
able. That‘s why physical mock-ups are made during 
the proofing phase to do quality checks.

With Studio Designer, you can check the CAD-graphics 
alignment throughout the entire workflow. Every error 
is detected without making one physical proof, saving 
time and money.

For CAD based Step and Repeat, the positioning of the 
single files can be done automatically based on the 
MFG information from ArtiosCAD to secure the layout.

Integration

The CAD data and the graphics are integrated.



From any one of the interactive editing applications (ArtPro+, ArtPro, DeskPack, PackEdge, Plato) you can launch 
a file to a workflow for further automated processing.

Workflow server

Automation Engine 
Automation Engine sets a new standard for prepress workflow automation. It is a new modular workflow 
server with dynamic workflows that are easy to set up and operate.

Automation Engine ensures increased efficiency and throughput and saves time and money. It is, by all 
standards, an exceptional answer to the daily challenges of print professionals who need to increase 
quality, reduce errors and drive cost out of the process.

Shuttle is a module that offers an easy user interface for operators who require limited interaction with 
the workflow. Through public parameters the system manager decides what options the operator is 
able to control.

Automation Engine integrates seamlessly with any existing infrastructure, accepting a wide range of desktop publishing formats.



U
S

Packaging pre-production on Mac and PC
Whether you work on a Mac or use PC, whether you want dedicated prepress editors or just need extra packag-
ing functionality in Adobe® Illustrator® and Adobe® Photoshop®. Esko has the right tools for you. 

ArtPro+
ArtPro+ is the next generation PDF editor for 
packaging prepress. It is the natural succes-
sor of the standard packaging industry editors 
ArtPro and PackEdge.

Work directly on PDF files with a solid set of 
editing features to prepare artwork for print-
ing production. 

ArtPro / PackEdge
ArtPro and PackEdge are full-featured packaging 
preproduction editors. They both offer unique 
technologies and dedicated tools focused on 
your major prepress pain points (e.g. CAD/graph-
ics alignments, trapping, distortion, screening, 
barcodes...). 

If you want to drastically reduce the cost of 
errors and increase the efficiency of your pre-
production department, ArtPro and PackEdge 
are the answer. 

ArtPro runs on Mac, PackEdge runs on PC.

PowerLayout / Plato
PowerLayout and Plato are powerful tools for 
the creation of print-ready layouts for the pack-
aging and label industries. It is the production 
gateway between the prepress department and 
the pressroom.

PowerLayout runs on Mac, Plato runs on PC.
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DeskPack
DeskPack turns Adobe® Illustrator® and Photo-
shop® into full-f ledged packaging applications.

Using Esko’s pre-production knowledge, you can 
now boost productivity and reduce errors while 
working in your favorite design application.

DeskPack is a set of modules that fits any pre-
press environment. From importing structural 
design files (CAD data) all the way up to creat-
ing repetitions of print-ready production files, 
DeskPack offers the best solution to get the job 
done, without the need of a server.

Also available as subscriptions
The DeskPack plug-ins and ArtPro+ are available 
as software subscriptions. This offers a number 
of benefits:

 • Flexible usage, subscriptions are available as 
monthly and yearly payment plans

 • Low cost , ins tead of the large upfront 
investment for buying a license

 • Support services are included, there’s no 
separate maintenance fee

 • Get access to special features only available 
in Software Subscriptions

 • Always access to latest software versions, 
updates and upgrades
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